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WHAT PAUL DID IN LOCKDOWN
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Nobody truly enjoys being restricted. The fact is even the most ardent of 
introverts don’t like to be held against their will and made to stay isolated 
indefinitely. Yet, there could be worse things: it could be lockdown in 
prison.

1. He communicated to all the saints

 a. His communication was gracious

  —  His communication wasn’t a complaint. It wasn’t to point at 
fault about the government. He didn’t start with a critique. He 
started with a greeting of grace and peace.

 b. His communication was encouraging

  —  His focus was to encourage them about their value and their 
standing before the Lord.

 c. His communication was aspirational

    — He wanted them to bear fruit

2. He characterised a gospel witness

 Paul’s view was that his lockdown was for the benefit of the gospel.

 a. His reach

  —  You never know what sharing the message of the gospel will do 
in the 21st century through the technology available to us.

 b. His reverberations

  —  Your witness has an effect of emboldening others to speak about 
the gospel.

 c. His rejoicing

  —  His great hope was, that whether he in discomfort in life or even 
if this eventuated to his death, Christ is magnified.

3. He contemplated on his life

  Lockdowns give us an opportunity to have some quiet time of 
reflection about what life is all about. 

 a. Lived on earth desiring heaven

  — Our life is about making our earthly while count for eternity!

 b. Lived for others considering Christ

4. He championed a better perspective

 a. See your manner of living as a gospel opportunity

  — “A scared world needs a fearless church” – A.W. Tozer

 b. See your adversarial life as a faith experience

  —  Your life full of adversaries and adversities is more evidence of 
God’s working!

 c. See your challenges lived as a benefit to others

We hope it won’t be long. But for now, this is reality. What can we do 
during our lockdown?
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